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Shabbat Shalom Kol Yisrael,
This is the 4 th year since we began to warn Yisrael, that we had entered the ‘One Week’
of Daniel 9:27. We have told Yisarel to get prepared and be ready for what is coming.
We have warned people to get out of the cities, as they will be the first places
overtaken by chaos, and many will also become prison cities controlled by the military.
We have warned people that No Matter what you do, DO NOT go to the government
for help and be taken into the FEMA Concentration Camps, which they call ‘residential
centers’.
We have warned you of many events which are taking place all around the earth, both
of the things the beast system is doing, and the events taking place in the earth of
countless earth quakes, volcano eruptions and associated events, mass animal/fish
deaths, changes and weakening of earth’s magnetic field, the countless
meteors/asteroids. Droughts, Floods, and Pestilence, which is destroying the crops,
livestock, and other food sources all around the earth, on a massive scale.
Because there are so many events taking place, we have only been able to post about a
very small percent of them on our facebook page. And some like earthquakes and
animal deaths, we usually don’t even post at all, due to the fact they have just become
a daily event.
Then take into account the ‘Wars and Rumors of Wars’. Look at the change that has
occurred in the nations in the past 4 years. How many wars are being waged right now
at this very moment? How many are known and how many are covert? How many
nations have had their leadership usurped and replaced through so called ‘civil war’,
even when it is known that most of the ‘rebels’ as they are usually referred to, are not
even from that nation, but instead are being brought into that area, to destroy that
nation.
There are so many events which have taken place, and even just the events occurring
right now, it is impossible to even sum it all up in a newsletter. If you aren’t watching
for yourself what is really occurring, you won’t know and will be fooled into believing
that ‘everything is just fine’.

If you are still relying upon the government propaganda media (CNN, ABC, CBS,
MSNBC, FOX, etc etc etc) to tell you the truth or what you ‘need to know’ you are just
eating the propaganda the government is feeding you, and you are just another sheep
being led to the slaughter.
As of today, We Are Now Only 7 Days Away from the ‘Middle of the Week’, the
Beginning of the Great Tribulation, the Last 3 ½ Years, which is also the beginning
of the 1290 Days of Daniel. This Time Begins on the 7 th Month 1 st Day Yom
Teruah/Day of Trumpets.
*ADDITIONAL NOTE: Many people, groups, and organizations, kept this month as the 7 th month to
stay with the jewish calendar. This is because they did Not keep a 13th month last year when they
were supposed to have, but instead they started Aviv Even when the Turn of the Year had Very
Clearly not Occurred.
And even this month, although it was close, it was clearly seen to those who went out and looked
that the 2nd Turn of the Year had Not occurred at the beginning of the 15th day.
The 2nd Turn of the Year, According to the Examples Given in the Word, HAS TO OCCUR AT or
BEFORE, the Beginning of Sukkot, which begins at the 15th Day of the 7th Month.
Again, on the 15th Day of this month, the Turn of the Year had Clearly Not Occurred, therefore this is
a Clear 2nd Witness that this was Not the 7th Month, but only the 6th Month. The 7th Month does Not
Begin Until Next Month, at this coming Rosh Chodesh.
(TO CONTINUE)

Many people have scoffed and laughed at the Restoration Teachings we have taught,
and the warnings we have given to this Last Generation, and we expect no less. They
Scoffed and Laughed at Noach/Noah when he and Methushelach/Methuselah, taught
for 120 years that Rain was going to fall and cause a Great Flood that would Destroy
All who breaths.
Just as that generation had never seen rain (as the water came up from the ground at that time – Beresheeth/Genesis 2:5-6)
and did not believe it would come even after hearing about it for 120 years, they didn’t
believe until Noach was Already Sealed in the Ark for 7 Full Days before it suddenly
began to rain and the flood took them all away. - Beresheeth/Genesis 8
The same is true of this generation, as they also do Not Believe that this is the End Times
and that Destruction is coming, Even with the Multitudes of Signs Being Given to this
generation. They also won’t believe until sometime after Yisrael has Already been
Sealed in the Wilderness as is Written, then they will be ‘taken away’ through death by
the flood that will be sent out of the mouth of the serpent (not ‘taken away by the rapture’

as is falsely taught) when the Sudden Destruction Comes upon this Last Generation in
these End Days.
But there are a few who have listened, and it’s not about us, but to Listen and Become
Obedient to Yahuahs Word. And they are striving to Know, Learn, and Do what
Yahuah has Commanded. And as it was in the Days of Noach, once again there will
only be a Remnant of Yisrael left alive who Yahuah Seals, Protects, and Nourishes in
the Wilderness.
How many that Remnant will include worldwide, will depend on how many truly
Believe AND Follow Yahuahs Word, who are awake and watching the events taking
place, knowing that the Masters Return is Near.

Now that we are only days away from the Middle of the Week, what will take place
and when? What will happen on Rosh Chodesh of the 7 th month (oct 6 th) which Begins
The Great Tribulation?
It will most likely come and go, without notice to the world. It will just be another day
of events, wars, and etc. The truth is, Only Yahuah knows What events that will take
place in any one nation and When they will occur.
Although the false church system talks about many events that ‘signal’ that Tribulation
has started, such as: The temple being built, the anti-messiah, a 7 year peace treaty, etc
etc etc. All of which are false in the way that they teach them.
The Fact is There is No Event Written in the Word, that is able to be seen by man,
which ‘Signals’ the Beginning of the Great Tribulation.
The only event that is stated to take place at the middle of the week, the beginning of
the 1290 Days of Daniel, is that Yisrael is Sealed. This is something that the world
cannot ‘see’. As we stated several years ago, when Yisrael flees into the wilderness, it
will go mostly un-noticed. Because Yisrael is so scattered, and is only in small groups
or mostly just individuals or families. The only thing that people will see is that their
neighbor moved out. This has been happening over the course of the past several
years. No fanfare, the church system didn’t line up on the street pointing to those
leaving, nothing. If you are not part of Yisrael, and do not understand by the Signs that
are Written in the Word, and Happening all around the earth every day, you don’t
even know we are in the Last Days.

The Only Other thing that is mentioned is Daniel 9:27 which the church has twisted
and mis-taught to an extreme, which we have spoken about before.
“9:27 And He shall confirm the brit/covenant with many for one week: and in the
middle of the week He shall cause the sacrifice and the offering to cease, and on the
wing/corner of abominations shall be the one who makes it desolate, even until the
complete end of the olam hazeh/this age, which has been determined and shall be
poured upon the one who lays waste.”
As stated, we have spoken about this verse before, and have stated the ‘He’ in the
beginning of this verse is not speaking about the ‘anti-messiah’ as the church teaches,
but is Yahushua ha Moshiach/The Messiah! Yahushua confirms HIS Brit/Coveant with
Many (those of Yisrael who will listen and be Obedient) for 1 week, the last 7 years.
In the Middle of the Week, He/Yahushua ha Moshiach will cause the ‘Sacrifice and the
Offering to Cease”. This again is not a physical animal being sacrificed at the new
temple, as the church teaches.
But again as we explained in an earlier newsletter, this is speaking of each of us as part
of Yisrael, in our Sacrifice and Offerings of Our Own Temple! Our Body is Our
Temple! Our Daily Sacrifice has been Our Daily Walk in this Life before the World,
showing ourselves separate in All Ways from the false pagan worship, and from the
world. By Our actions (for example: Being Seen Keeping the Shabbat and not working no
matter what, by our co-workers and others), our Dress, and being a Witness of Yahushua
the Messiah by sharing the Truth of Yahuahs Word with whoever would listen! This
Has Been Our “Sacrifice and Offering”. But when Yisrael is Sealed in the Wilderness,
and the public ministry and witnessing is done, our Sacrifice and Offerings will also
cease before the world.
Again, just as stated just a few paragraphs ago, when Yisrael is Sealed, it will go
un-noticed, as like in our case, our neighbors just know that we moved.
As far as the Abomination of Desolation, I have stated in previous newsletters, that I
thought it may have to do with the Dividing of Yahrushalayim/Jerusalem. If that will
be seen publically or not, I do not know. We Can Easily See by the UN declaring
‘Palestine’ a member, and stating that Israel is building on ‘occupied territory’ and has
demanded they stop immediately, that they are saying that ground is part of the
Palestinian state, even though they have yet to ‘officially’ declare a Palestinian State.

Whatever the Abomination of Desolation is, we do know that it will not Alert the
churches or unbelievers to the true time. Some may question if they have entered the 7
years, but they as a whole will never understand the last 3 ½ years has begun. We
know this as it is written many times throughout the Word, in many ways. Including
MattitYahu/Matthew 24.

EVENTS OF NOTE:
Although Only Yahuah knows exactly what is going to happen and when it will occur,
even when just looking at this nation, let alone all the nations of the earth. We do know
that the United States has been setup to be soon destroyed in every way. We have
posted and spoken about many events, laws, and other things taking place in this
nation.
However, there are a multitude of events which are taking place, which seem to show
that they are now making their final preparations for the demise of the US. And it
seems like they’re deadline for all of these preparations to be complete is october 1 st.
I’m not going to go into detail on all of these, I’ve been posting many things
concerning this on our facebook page already.
And just to be clear, I Do Not believe anything to occur on oct 1 st. But rather that events
will occur in the weeks following, and into the month of november.
This is just a quick list, some of this list is from one or two articles where others have
taken notice and is also keeping track. My Comments in Black:
*82% of our combat forces and their supply elements out of CONUS by October 1st.
*FEMA purchase orders for over $14.2 million for MREs and heater meals to be
delivered to Region III by October 1st. (note that Region III includes Washington D.C.)
*FEMA purchase orders for 22 million pouches of emergency water to be delivere d to
Region III by October 1st.
*FEMA purchase orders for $13.6 million for MREs and heater meals to be delivered to
Austin by October 1st.

*Nine-week training course for UN Peacekeepers in CONUS (Continental US) to learn
Urban Warfare, English, and US weapons systems - beginning 4th week of July for
386,000 U.N. troops to be completed by October 1st.
*$11 million in antibiotics to be delivered to FEMA region III by October 1st ordered by
CDC.
*World Health Organization (WHO) held second emergency meeting in its history to
discuss MERs coronavirus. Determined a vaccine MUST be in place by October 1st.
*2800 MRAPs (Mine Resistant Ambush Protected Armored Vehicles) must be delivered to
DHS by October 1st.
*No leave will be allowed for US military from September 28th thru November 5th.
*NORCOMM yearly training for civil unrest suspended until September 27th. To be
performed in northeast coastal areas (FEMA Region III).
*Date for release of QE3 report moved to October 16th.
*All DHS agents MUST qualify with sidearm, shotgun and AR 15 by September 28th.
No mention of yearly less lethal qualification.
*Sporadic testing of GPS and Communications satellites is coordinated for the first
time with a testing date of September 29th.
*POTUS (President of the United State) mandates to FEMA and DHS concerning
support for metropolitan communities dealing with the extreme climate change MUST
be complete by October 1st. These mandates were issued during the last three weeks.
*Over 300 school systems in the US have determined they need three-day kits for
each school AND three-day kits for each student to take with them. All deliveries are
scheduled for the month of September. (FEMA changed this to Every Student in Every
School in the nation with Delivery to be complete by the end of september)
*All National Guard units will complete riot control and disaster assistance training
during this years annual two week training. All units MUST have their training complete
by September 30th
*Daily testing of the Emergency Broadcast System to begin on September 25th and
run thru October 2nd.
*Eastern-based Coast Guard units to perform massive group training usually
performed in the Gulf, in the Virginia and Delaware areas. This is a 10-day training

mission to begin September 26th.
*October 1st the US shuts down our "Space Fence" detection system.
The “Space Fence” is a Major Ground Based Radar - Space Object Detection System,
which has been in Operation 24/7 for more than 60 Years. As it was Our Main Line of
Defense and First Detection System of Incoming Missiles and other ‘Objects’.
The system being discontinued and taken down by Oct 1 st, due to “budget cuts” is
Completely Absurd! There is many other things they could do without, if they were
removing systems, weapons, etc by ‘Needful Priority’. The removal of this system
leaves the US Very Vulnerable to Incoming ‘Objects’, and our military is left with much
shorter ‘vision’ without it.
http://goingglobaleastmeetswest.blogspot.com/2013/08/october-hostilities.html

FEMA Readies 100,000 Person National Disaster Medical System Mobilization For
1,000 Locations
http://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2013/09/fema-readies-100000-personnational-disaster-medical-system-mobilization-video-2716842.html

GRIDEX II – Total Power Grid Down “Exercise”
This is to ‘simulate’ a long term total grid power failure, for the entire North American
Continent (Canada, US, Mexico) . According to their material, the ‘Final Plans’ for the
exercise must be completed by Oct 1st.
And the ‘exercise’ is scheduled to being on Nov 13 th 2013 or 11-13-13.
The problem is if this ‘exercise’ becomes the live event, as they have done in many past
events, like 9-11, the 7-7 bombings, Boston Marathon bombings, and many other events.
We also know that they like to tell their plans before they perform them. With that in
mind, we not only look at this ‘exercise’, but also what Janet Napatano, who Just
Resigned Only This Month from her position as Head of Home Land Security, stated in a
‘letter to her successor’ before she left, that “A massive and serious cyber attack on the U.S.
homeland is coming, and a natural disaster — the likes of which the nation has never seen”
Here is an article in the New York Times talking about the GridEx II ‘exercise’. But there
are many who know to watch this:

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/17/us/as-worries-over-the-power-grid-rise-a-drill-willsimulate-a-knockout-blow.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
Another Good Article about GridExII:
http://www.activistpost.com/2013/09/when-lights-go-out-on-november-13-2013.html
And another Good article about GridExII and other events:
http://thecommonsenseshow.com/2013/09/08/plans-for-multiple-false-flag-eventstaking-shape/
Its also interesting to note, that ‘Comet’ ISON is also going to pass directly between the
sun and earth, on Nov 13 th.
Also interesting to know that ISON was named after the Russian Institute who found it,
instead of the person(s) who found it, which is the norm.
Will Comet ISON have an effect on the earth? Or cause a Major Solar Flare to be directed
from the Sun to the Earth? Is this what they are preparing for?
OR Have they hyped ‘comet’ ISON for the past year, so they can blame a major power
grid failure on it?
Like Rahm Emanuel, who is now the mayor of chicago, stated when he was obama’s
advisor, “Never let a Crisis Go to Waste” In other words, always use it to advance their
agenda.
Its also of note, that right when NASA (Never A Straight Answer) was going to use their
“Deep Impact” satellite probe to monitor Comet ISON, the satellite suddenly stopped
responding, and later was said to be “spinning out of control”.
One article: http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/09/ison-update-nasas-deepimpact-has-epic-fail-on-its-way-to-view-ison-video-2760478.html
They have now declared the craft ‘lost in space’ and quickly shut down the program, or
at least that’s what they’re telling the public. In the least, its convenient timing.
If you have seen the older movie “Deep Impact” it should also raise a few eyebrows to
those who are watching as well.
A FEW OTHER RECENT EVENTS AND ARTICLES:

Banks Plan National Cyber-Attack Drill
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/interviews/simulated-attacks-will-test-responses-i2063
CDC Preps For Wide Scale Pacific Rim Emergency
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2013/09/whats-this-all-about-cdc-preps-for-wide-scalepacific-rim-emergency-2504700.html
Port of Houston running simulation drill for 'dirty bomb' attack
http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Port-of-Houston-runningsimulation-drill-for-4839031.php
Local, state, federal agencies hold disaster drill
http://www.wmtw.com/news/maine/central/local-state-federal-agencies-hold-disasterdrill/-/8791976/22110168/-/kj6w26z/-/index.html
Kerry signs UN arms treaty, senators threaten to block it
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2013/09/25/kerry-signs-un-arms-treaty-senatorsthreaten-to-block-it/
**Banking Holiday in Panama Announced!
http://news.goldseek.com/GoldSeek/1380224271.php
**As we stated on Facebook about the Bank Holiday:
We stated in a newsletters months ago, that we would see this occur in more an more nations. This is just
another to add to that list.
Also notice the date given...?
Quote from Article:
"This morning the National Bank of Panama announced that it was suspending all services until Tuesday the
1st of October. The National Bank of Panama says that the reason is to upgrade systems."
----------------------------***Of course you shut down the entire bank system, and all connections to it, so no one can get their money,
just so you can upgrade your computers. I'm sure your customers will just be overjoyed to find out you care so
much for them, that you won't let them have their money, until you get upgraded computers.
--------------------------Quote continued:
"The Banking Holiday in Panama was announced this am (morning).
This system wide shutdown has country wide implications. The National Bank of Panama did not warn the

people before making the announcement and shutting down the banks. The people do not have access to
ATM’s either. We received word of this from family members first. This weekend is payday for people across
Panama.

National Park Service produces videos praising Islam
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2013/09/23/national-park-service-produces-videospraising-islam/
Fire in the Sky: Boom felt, bright light fills the sky over South Dakota
http://www.sott.net/article/266782-Boom-felt-bright-light-fills-the-sky-over-SouthDakota
Air Force’s new F-16 drone makes debut in air
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/sep/26/air-forces-new-f16-drone-makesdebut-air/

Ohio State University (OSU) Preps For War Against Students?
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/09/ohio-state-u-prepsfor-war-against-students-2771846.html
You would think a College University buying a MRAP
(Mine Resistant Ambush Protected Armored Vehicle - seen right ->)

would get people’s attention enough to start questioning whats
going on.
Truck Loads of “Martial Law Now in Effect” signs
http://investmentwatchblog.com/breaking-news-thousands-of-martial-law-now-ineffect-signs-spotted-by-the-truck-load-in-illinois/
There is many more events taking place, as those of you who are “The Watchmen on the
Wall” know full well.
We pray that Yisrael has a Blessed Shabbat today, and that Yahuah Finds Us Ready,
Prepared, and Waiting, Worthy to Escape into the Wilderness from the face of the
serpent and the destruction that is now ready to be poured out upon this nation and the
all the nations of the earth.

Shabbat Shalom!
Our Website: www.YHRIM.com
Fellowship Network: http://restorationofyisrael.ning.com
Newsletter Archive: http://www.yhrim.com/Newsletter-Archive.html
Our Facebook Current Event Info Page: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to w e just need to adjust our perspective until
w e can see them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without throwing any out, you can't
Teach that subject Fully or Correctly."
Ahmos /Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is sifted
in a sieve, yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people shall die by
the sword, who say, The evil shall not overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of David
that has fallen, and close up the breaches of it; and I will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the days of
old:”
Luka/Luke 21:28 ”And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your
Geulah/Redemption draws near.”
Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger will be turned
away from him.”
----------------------------------
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